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The thrilling conclusion to the breakout Malediction Trilogy by Goodreads Choice finalist Danielle L.

Jensen. CÃƒÂ©cile and Tristan have accomplished the impossible, but their greatest challenge

remains: defeating the evil they have unleashed upon the world. As they scramble for a way to

protect the people of the Isle and liberate the trolls from their tyrant king, CÃƒÂ©cile and Tristan

must battle those who'd see them dead. To win, they will risk everything. And everyone. But it might

not be enough. Both CÃƒÂ©cile and Tristan have debts, and they will be forced to pay them at a

cost far greater than they had ever imagined.
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Warrior Witch is the epic conclusion to my favorite YA Fantasy series of all times and I am in pain. It

hurts so much to have read the last book because when you finish a book, when you reach the end

of your favorite series, a chapter of your life closes when you close the last book. And that reality

just hit me. Hard. Why did it have to end?!Before this gets too long, I want to state that Warrior

Witch IS the ending that this amazing series deserves. The ending that completely destroys you and

then fixes you. The ending that your heart will never forget.Get ready to go back to Trollus and

Trianon. To love with all your might Tristan, CÃ©cile, Marc, Vincent and Victoria. To cheer them on

as they fight for their lives and the freedom of the half-bloods and humans alike. You will gasp, cry,

laugh, swoon, hate and feel every single emotion inside Warrior Witch's pages.But if you ask me to

tell you which book from The Malediction Trilogy is my favorite, I fear that I won't be able to answer



you. My heart loves them equally for separate reasons, but I will say this:Stolen Songbird is like a

dream. A surreal hidden world that's frightening yet beautiful.Hidden Huntress is like waking up into

a harsh and desperate reality. Enticing and unforgettable.But Warrior Witch goes beyond the

unimaginable. It's the very reason why epic fantasy exists.This book deserves a million

stars!..................Longer review:First, of all, I want to thank Danielle L. Jensen for writing my favorite

series. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. For everything. For breaking my heart. For making me

cry. For all the laughs and swoons and feels. For my favorite book boyfriend. For the bestest of

fictional friends. Thank you.

Warrior Witch was one of my most anticipated releases of 2016, and I was sadly let down.

Immensely. I fell madly in love with the first book, Stolen Songbird. With the second book, I was

devastated that Cecile and Tristan were apart, but they each stood on their own and I loved how the

story become mysteriously intriguing. So I have been ecstatically counting down the days until I

could find out how the story would end. But Warrior Witch was missing everything that I had

previously fallen in love with. And that's not even the worst part. Worst of all was that ending. That

ending left me completely unsatisfied and utterly depressed.âœ®Cecile Was Cruel and Illogical - I

adored the risks Cecile previously took! Yes, she could be rash, but given her situations I would

have done the same. So I expected that there would be a moment or few that involved Cecile's rash

or clever thinking. Yet what I found instead was two instances where she was cruel and illogical.

And the Cecile I had admired wouldn't purposely send someone in harm or deaths way. Yet she

does. She put others at risk without a second thought of the consequences. And that angered me

and left a bad taste in my mouth. The worst was the tent scene, that made me livid.âœ®A

Separated Couple - I was so excited with how Hidden Huntress ended! Cecile and Tristan together

again. A united front. I had desperately missed their chemistry, and I was looking forward to all of

their moments together in Warrior Witch. Oh, how I wish someone would have warned me. It felt as

though they were apart and fighting separately for more than half the book. And the moments they

were together lacked passion.

***Review posted on The Eater of Books! blog***Warrior Witch by Danielle L. JensenBook Three of

The Malediction TrilogyPublisher: Angry RobotPublication Date: May 3, 2016Rating: 1 starSource:

eARC from the publisherSummary (from Goodreads):The thrilling conclusion to the breakout

Malediction Trilogy by Goodreads Choice finalist Danielle L. Jensen.CÃ©cile and Tristan have

accomplished the impossible, but their greatest challenge remains: defeating the evil they have



unleashed upon the world.As they scramble for a way to protect the people of the Isle and liberate

the trolls from their tyrant king, CÃ©cile and Tristan must battle those whoâ€™d see them dead. To

win, they will risk everything. And everyone.But it might not be enough. Both CÃ©cile and Tristan

have debts, and they will be forced to pay them at a cost far greater than they had ever

imagined.What I Liked:Initial reaction, upon finishing this book: I wish I had never started this series.

I don't think I have EVER said that about a series before. This series was a complete downhill

rollercoaster - from amazing (book one) to horrible (book two) to so terrible I want to block it from my

memory (book three). I feel bad because I requested this book from the publisher! But at the same

time... I'm well and truly hurt right now. My thanks to Angry Robot, but, ah, I'm sorry too?Like Stolen

Songbird and Hidden Huntress, Warrior Witch is a Pili-Pushed recommendation! It's going to count

for the month of March. To see the my Pili-Pushed reviews, click on the "Pili Pushed" tag (at the

bottom of my blog).
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